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Do You Want 
to Map Your 
Edition? 

How many documents or items do 
you have?  

Do all your documents have 
geographic data?  

Do your documents have similar 
levels of geographic data? 

What kinds of geographical 
references do you want to track? 

Will your map be small scale, like a 
city, or global? 



That can be a lot 
of locations! 

• Tracking “mentions” can be a 
black hole. Can you limit it to 
certain levels (cities, states, 
countries) or only map important 
references? 

• In many cases historical 
documents don’t have detailed or 
consistent data. Some documents 
have addresses, some list cities 
only, sometimes we can guess the 
country it originated from. Some 
document have no place locations.  

 

 



Its going to take some research! 

• Do you have the time to track 
down the addresses of named 
buildings or farms that no 
longer exist?  

• Locations can change. 



How much research? 

• You need to be reasonable. The map is 
only one field of metadata and not the 
entire reason for the edition.  

• We try to locate addresses for 
buildings, organizations and people 
when we know the city. 
• Easier now with online resources 

for census and city directories 

• We try to identify major places 
associated with people and 
organizations, but not every location.  
 



Building the Map 

• Omeka has a Geolocation plugin which makes it 
easy to build a map. We enter street addresses 
and it converts them to GPS coordinates. 

• But quickly, very quickly, we found that our map 
outgrew its capacity.  

• We had to install a cluster system to group them 
for easier viewing. 

• It was slow. Incredibly slow.  

• But what was nice was that it could be searched 
in combination with metadata.  



Fixing the Map 

• Working with our developer we built a 
new map that uses Google Fusion 
Tables.  

• It loads quickly and seems to be able to 
handle lots of map points, no more 
bouncing balls!  

• We can create maps of documents, 
people, organizations, publications and 
events, or all on one map. 

• But you can’t search it.  

• It will do for now….  


